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ABSTRACT

Self-driving cars rely on software which needs to be thoroughly
tested. Testing self-driving car software in real traffic is not only
expensive but also dangerous, and has already caused fatalities. Vir-
tual tests, in which self-driving car software is tested in computer
simulations, offer a more efficient and safer alternative compared
to naturalistic field operational tests. However, creating suitable
test scenarios is laborious and difficult. In this paper we combine
procedural content generation, a technique commonly employed in
modern video games, and search-based testing, a testing technique
proven to be effective in many domains, in order to automatically
create challenging virtual scenarios for testing self-driving car soft-
ware. OurAsFault prototype implements this approach to generate
virtual roads for testing lane keeping, one of the defining features
of autonomous driving. Evaluation on two different self-driving car
software systems demonstrates that AsFault can generate effective
virtual road networks that succeed in revealing software failures,
which manifest as cars departing their lane. Compared to random
testing AsFault was not only more efficient, but also caused up to
twice as many lane departures.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Recently, autonomous driving has become an important part of
the industry, and experts forecast this will profoundly impact so-
ciety [6], in particular by increasing safety [8]. However, this is
not yet the case: Even though the prototypes of famous companies
like Waymo-Google [46], Tesla [39], or Uber [45] have reached
high level of autonomy and can drive in everyday urban traffic,
they have caused crashes and even fatal accidents (e.g.,[12, 37, 47]).
Self-driving car software clearly needs to be better tested, but there
is no standardized procedure to test automated vehicles yet [20],
and neither methods for testing traditional cars, nor traditional
software testing approaches translate well into the space of self-
driving cars [21, 24, 36]. A common approach lies in naturalistic
field operational tests (N-FOT), which put self-driving cars on trial
in the real world, but these are not only expensive and dangerous,
but also have limited effectiveness [18].

A more efficient and less risky alternative for testing self-driving
car software lies in virtual tests [23]. Virtual tests follow the X-in-
the-loop paradigm [41] and test self-driving car software by feeding
them simulated sensory data [26], synthesized images [40, 50], or
abstract test scenarios [1, 2]. Typically, these approaches require
models of the hardware implementing the self-driving car and its
sensors (e.g., [1, 2]). A more general approach consists in generating
entire digital realities, i.e., virtual worlds, in which the self-driving
car software is deployed [5, 33]. Generating such virtual environ-
ments for testing the self-driving car software comes with two main
technical challenges: (i) generating environmental elements, e.g.,
terrain, weather, roads; and, (ii) assembling them into simulations
which implement relevant test cases, i.e., test cases which challenge
the self-driving car software, hence have the potential to expose
problems in its implementation.

To address these challenges, we propose an approach for system-
atically testing self-driving car software which combines (1) pro-
cedural content generation (PCG) and (2) search-based testing
(SBST). PCG is a core element of modern video games, and enables
the automatic creation of photorealistic virtual environments [43].
SBST [25] describes the use of efficient meta-heuristic search algo-
rithms to generate program inputs that achieve testing objectives
such as achieving coverage or finding faults. PCG and SBST have
previously been combined, for example, to generate new game el-
ements driven by the feedback collected from the users playing
the game [42]. In the context of racing games, Loiacono et al. [22]
used generic algorithms to create racing tracks with various turns
and speed profiles to increase players’ enjoyment, while Geor-
giou et al. [17] automatically generated challenging tracks based
on players bio-metric feedback, such as eye gaze and movement.
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Figure 1: Example of a test case generated by AsFault

The figure reports one test case generated by AsFault during our experimental
evaluation and the three safety-critical problems, called obe (Out of Bound Episodes),
it exposed. A test case is defined as a navigation path on the map (highlighted in
yellow) that the ego-car must follow without causing any obe.

In this paper, instead, we combine them for systematically creat-
ing virtual tests which effectively expose problems in self-driving
car software. In particular, our AsFault prototype targets the lane
keeping functionality of self-driving cars.

Lane keeping is the fundamental feature of autonomous driving
according to SAE international [32], and self-driving cars should
be able to always drive inside their lane no matter the weather
conditions or the shape of the road. In order to test lane keeping,
AsFault uses a genetic algorithm to iteratively refine virtual road
networks towards those which cause the self-driving car software
under test, i.e., the ego-car, to move away from the center of the
lane. Eventually, AsFault generates virtual roads which cause the
ego-car to drive off the lane. Figure 1 shows an example of a road
network generated by AsFault which caused the ego-car to drive
off the lane three times.

In detail, the contributions of this paper are as follows:

• We introduce an approach based on procedural content gen-
eration to generate virtual road networks (Section 3).

• We introduce a search-based approach to evolve virtual road
networks towards safety-critical scenarios that cause ego-car
to depart the road (Section 4).

• We evaluate our AsFault prototype implementation on two
self-driving car software systems (Section 5).

Our extensive evaluation, which consists of executing more than
160, 000 virtual tests against two test subjects shows that AsFault
efficiently generates virtual roads which always cause the ego-car
to drive off the lane in various occasions. Compared to random
testing,AsFault is not only faster, but also generates more effective
test suites which caused up to two times more out of bound episodes
(obe) than random testing for one of our test subjects.

2 BACKGROUND

In this paper, we describe a test generation technique targeting the
lane keeping functionality of self-driving cars. Keeping the lane
is one of the fundamental tasks in driving as well as autonomous
driving. If self-driving cars cannot drive inside their lane, they
might easily become a major safety-critical hazard. For instance,
if a self-driving car runs over a sidewalk, it might hurt passers-
by, and if it invades the opposite traffic lane, it might crash into
oncoming traffic. This section describes lane keeping and introduces
procedural content generation to provide context for this work.

Lane keeping systems work by continuously tracking the striped
and solid lane markings of the road ahead using advanced image
processing, deep learning, or machine learning techniques [49]. By
elaborating images captured by forward facing cameras attached to
the front of the vehicles the lane keeping systems derive lane data,
such as the width of the lane, the current position of the car with
respect to it (“in the middle”, “between lanes”, etc.), and the heading
angle of the car, which are necessary to compute the driving actions
to follow the lane or to regain its center.

Since lane keeping systems rely on visible lane markings, when
these are faded or missing, then lane keeping systems might not
operate correctly [15]. Therefore, state of the art approaches to test
lane keeping systems feed them images of real roads suitably altered
to simulate variable weather conditions [50] or to mimic distortions
introduced by faulty cameras [40]. Those approaches aim to check if
and how lane keeping becomes inconsistent; however, because they
test lane keeping systems using only single frames, they cannot be
used to evaluate closed-loop properties of lane keeping systems [44],
including the ability to drive within a lane.

Instead of altering images of real roads, in this paper we generate
virtual roads inside a driving simulator, which can generate photo-
realistic, but synthetic, images of roads. By altering the properties
of the virtual roads, for example by altering their geometry, we
indirectly change how the road markings are rendered in the im-
ages fed to the lane keeping systems. This, in turn, lets us test both
their ability to correctly elaborate the images to derive lane data in
different conditions and the effects which different road configura-
tions have on the systems acting on this input in order to keep the
vehicle in the lane. In principle, we can include additional elements
such as weather, obstacles, and traffic, in the simulation; however,
we choose to focus only on generating virtual road networks with
the reasoning that exposing problems in the lane keeping systems
under “perfect” conditions likely identifies the presence of severe
bugs. Simulating additional elements is part of our ongoing work.

Accurately simulating the physics of driving while rendering
photorealistic images is currently achieved by game engines, and
gaming technologies are already successfully employed for train-
ing and evaluating computer vision and other machine learning
algorithms [5, 11, 28, 31], despite several theoretical concerns about
their representativeness [29]. Game engines serve as a framework
for the creation of video games and require accurate descriptions
of the physical (e.g., mass, material) and visual (e.g., geometry, tex-
ture) properties of the various entities they simulate as well as the
definition of the game rules and levels to correctly operate. Gen-
erating these models and configuring games is cumbersome and
time consuming; therefore, the gaming industry uses procedural
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Figure 2: An example of multi-lane road segment repre-

sented as set of polylines.

The figure visualizes an example of a road segment which contains multiple lanes and
identifies the points which define their polylines as black dots.

content generation (PCG) [42], i.e., the algorithmic creation of game
content with limited or indirect user input.

Using PCG for generating roads automatically to test lane keep-
ing is challenging. On the one hand, there aremany different aspects
of real roads that affect the ability of lane keeping systems to behave
correctly, resulting in huge numbers of possible road configurations.
Examples of such aspects are the length and steepness of the road
segments, the shape of turns and the presence of intersections as
well as random artifacts like potholes. On the other side, roads must
be geometrically valid; for example, the various road segments must
line up, and roads should not self-intersect or partially overlap.

3 PROCEDURAL GENERATION OF ROAD

NETWORKS

The aim of the procedural generation of road networks is a pre-
cise description of the structure and the geometry of roads and
their lanes in terms of polylines (Section 3.1). We generate these
using an incremental approach: First, we build roads in isolation
by procedurally generating their road segments (Section 3.2) and
sealing road segments together to ensure gapless roads (Section 3.3).
Road segments are modeled in term of predefined parametrized
types such as “straight segment 30m long”, “20◦ left turn”, and so
on, while roads are sequences of consecutive road segments which
develop from a starting point on the map. Then, we combine roads
together on the same maps to form road networks (Section 3.4).

3.1 Representing Roads as Polylines

Polylines are discrete sequences of points which define the bound-
aries of bi-dimensional shapes, i.e., lanes in our work, and are the
basic geometrical representation of roads used by many game en-
gines, driving simulators, and geographical information systems [9].
Figure 2 shows an example of a road segment represented as a set of
polylines which define each of its five lanes (three on the left of the
road spine SPs , and two on its right), and the external edges of the
road segment (i.e., LEs and REs ). The polyline-based representation
of roads simplifies the implementation of common operations for
rendering and manipulating roads as well as automatic checks on
their geometrical properties (e.g., self-intersection, partial overlap-
ping). Given their fundamentally discrete nature, polylines are not
as precise as other geometrical constructs, like clothoids; despite

a b
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Figure 3: Road segment generation

The figure illustrates the procedural generation of a left turn with two lanes.

this, as Althoff et al. [3] illustrate, in the context of self-driving
car software validation using a polylines-based representation of
roads has a comparable expressive power to other formats, such as
OpenDrive [14] which is based on clothoids.

3.2 Generating Road Segments

The elementary activity when procedurally generating roads is the
creation of road segments, and we define it as follows (Figure 3):
For a road segment s , (a) we construct its back line (Bs ) from the
starting point IP of the road spine SPs ; Bs is the edge which defines
where the road segment starts and contains the initial points of the
polylines which define the lanes. (b) We construct the road segment
front line (Fs ) by applying affine transformations to all Bs points;
we generate straight road segments by translation and turns by
additional rotation. (c) We compute the position of all the internal
points of the lane polylines by interpolation; and, finally (d) we
obtain the geometrical representation of the road segment lanes.

3.3 Generating Roads

Roads are generated procedurally by stitching one road segment
to the next one. To construct gapless roads, we constrain the road
segment generation to use the front line of a road segment as the
back line of the following one.

In the context of lane keeping testing, in order to avoid test-
ing self-driving car software using impossible road configurations,
procedural road generation must ensure that only valid roads are
generated. In this work, we define valid roads as those which are
not only gapless, but also do not self-intersect. Additionally, to fit
with the capabilities of current driving simulators which cannot
accurately simulate physics over extremely long distances and usu-
ally reason in terms of maps, we constrain the procedural road
generation to generate roads within the boundaries of a fixed-size
map by checking that roads start and end on the map boundary.

Given a sequence of road segments and the initial position of
the road on the map boundary, we procedurally generate the road
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Figure 4: Roads and road networks generation

The figure illustrates the process of generating roads (a) to (c) by automatically
appending road segments, and generating road networks (d) by stacking roads on the
same map.

as follows (Figure 4): (a) we generate a small straight road segment
from the given initial position on the map boundary towards the
inside of the map to ensure by construction that the direction of
the first back line is defined. (b) Next, we generate succeeding road
segments as described above, and check that the road generated so
far is valid. If the road becomes invalid, for example because it self-
intersects, the road generation fails; otherwise, we continuewith the
generation of the next road segment. (c) Eventually, after generating
all the road segments, we check if the road is valid, i.e., whether it
crosses the map boundary; otherwise, the road generation fails.

3.4 Generating Road Networks

To procedurally generate road networks, we generate roads and
place them on the same map (Figure 4 — d). As before, we need to
ensure that either the resulting configuration is valid, or we fail the
generation of the road network.

We define valid road networks as those networks which contain
only valid intersecting roads, that is, they contain valid roads whose
central polylines (SPs ) intersect at least once. Figure 5 illustrates this
concept with an example of a valid configuration in which the roads
correctly intersect (a), and an example of an invalid configuration
in which the roads partially overlap (b). Additionally, in order to
ensure that, given a road network, lane keeping can be tested in all
the possible ways, we require that valid road networks allow a car
to drive from any two road segments.

4 SEARCH-BASED TESTING FOR LANE

KEEPING

4.1 Overview

AsFault uses a genetic algorithm to evolve road networks with
the aim of finding errors in the lane keeping functionality of self-
driving cars. The genetic algorithm is initialized with an initial
population of random road networks. To evaluate the fitness of test

a b

Figure 5: Valid and invalid road overlaps

The figure exemplifies a valid intersection (a) and an invalid partial overlap (b).

cases, the road networks are instantiated to driving simulations, in
which the ego-car is instructed to reach a target location following
a navigation path selected by AsFault. During the simulation,
AsFault traces the position of the ego-car at regular intervals such
that it can identify out of bound episodes (obes), i.e., lane departures.
The distance between the center of the lane and the position of the
ego-car is used to compute the fitness of individuals. This guides
the genetic algorithm in evolving the test cases by recombining and
mutating their road networks. The algorithm continues to execute
and evolve test cases until a user defined ending condition is met,
at which point AsFault returns the final test suite and stops.

4.2 Representation

Road networks are represented using an operational encoding,
which is more amenable for automatically evolving the road net-
works than polylines. The encoding consists of a hierarchical data
structure which associates road networks to roads, and roads to
road segments. This enables AsFault to automatically generate
the polylines of the roads when needed. In addition to the road
network, a test case also requires the definition of a driving task
for the ego-car. In the context of lane keeping, this essentially cor-
responds to the task of driving through a road network following
a given navigation path. A valid test requires that navigation is
possible along roads, a property that our procedural road network
generation guarantees for all road networks it generates. AsFault
identifies such navigation paths by (i) building a graph representa-
tion of the road network, in which edges model road segments and
nodes model either road intersections (internal nodes) or intersec-
tions between roads and map boundaries (source and destination
nodes), and (ii) selecting a navigation path between randomly cho-
sen source and destination nodes. In doing so, AsFault relies on
the fact that the road networks enable to drive between any two
road segments, hence result in fully connected graphs.

Despite this simplification, selecting a navigation path is not
trivial. On the one hand, there might be a large number of possible
paths between source and destination nodes (possibly infinite if the
graphs derived from the road networks contain cycles); on the other
hand, different paths in the same networkmight correspond to roads
which have very different geometrical properties and are likely to
stress the ego-car in different ways. For example, to increase the
chances of observing several obes, the roads on which the ego-car
is tested should not be too short, and different paths should result
in geometrically dissimilar roads. Additionally, to avoid subjecting
the ego-car to the same set of stimuli, a path should not traverse
the same kinds of road segments more often than necessary.
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Since an analytic solution to the path selection problem cannot
be efficiently computed in general [34], AsFault adopts a heuristic
which aims to maximize the amount of road network traversed
during test execution, while keeping the path selection fast despite
its complexity. In particular, given a road network AsFault, first,
randomly samples the set of simple paths

1 between the given source
and destination nodes; then, it selects the longest navigation path
among those. In the context of AsFault, the longest navigation
path corresponds to the navigation path which contains the largest
amount of road segments among the sampled ones.

4.3 Implementation and Execution of Tests

Converting the genotypic representation of tests to driving simula-
tions is where procedural content generation takes place. AsFault
uses code templates to generate the necessary simulation code,
which instantiates the virtual roads in the driving simulation from
the polylines, places the ego-car in the expected starting position,
and instructs the ego-car about how to reach the target location.
The ego-car then drives along the virtual roads following the chosen
navigation paths.

The simulation code also contains timeout logic which fails the
test execution and suspends the simulation if the ego-car cannot
reach the target location fast enough. AsFault computes the time-
out value based on the traveling distance to reach the end of the
navigation path and a minimum constant cruise speed (i.e., 1 m/s).

Once the simulation code is ready, AsFault spawns the driving
simulator and observes the driving behavior of the ego-car by sam-
pling the car position at a constant rate (i.e., every 250ms). Samples
are stored into a trace which enables AsFault to identify the oc-
currence of obe by finding sequences of observations for which
the distance between the recorded position of the ego-car and the
center of the lane was bigger than the half of the lane width. Fig-
ure 1 illustrates these concepts graphically over a few occurrences
of obe that AsFault identified during the experimental evaluation.

AsFault represents simulated cars by their center of mass, hence
obes are identified only if a big enough part of the ego-car goes
outside the lane; consequently, AsFault cannot identify very small
infractions. Extending AsFault to consider the bounding box of
the ego-car while checking for obe is an engineering effort which
does not affect the generality of the approach but only its precision.

AsFault checks the traces offline; hence, it does not halt the
test execution after observing the first obe. Instead, tests continue
until either the ego-car reaches the target position within the given
timeout or the timeout triggers. AsFault adopts this strategy to
balance the cost of running expensive computer simulations with
the benefit of collecting as many obe occurrences as possible within
the context of the same test execution. AsFault uses the execution
traces not only for counting how many times the ego-car drove out
of the lane, but also for evaluating the fitness of tests which guides
the evolution process as we describe in the next section.

4.4 Fitness Function

In the context of lane keeping, effective tests are those which
cause the self-driving car software to break out of the lane bounds,

1A simple path between two nodes is the path which connects them by traversing
each node at most once

that is, cause obes. Therefore, AsFault uses as fitness function
DLANE (Eq. 1), which rewards those tests which cause the ego-car
to move the furthest away from the lane centre. Given a test (T ), the
navigation path defining it (PT ), and the execution trace collected
during its execution (v = (v1, ...,vn )), we define DLANE as:

DLANE(T ,v) =

{
max
vi ∈v

D(vi , PT ) if max
vi ∈v

D(vi , PT ) ≤WLANE/2

WLANE/2 otherwise
(1)

where D(•, PT ) is the shortest distance of a point (•) to the centre
of the lane in path PT andWLANE is the width of such lane.

DLANE captures the intuition that tests which cause the ego-car
to drive away from the lane center might contain road segments
which stress the self-driving car software more, and this eventually
leads the ego-car to drive out of the road. AsFault works under
the assumption that obes are the exception, not the rule. Under this
assumption, using the average distance to the lane center would
smooth out, and effectively filter, short out of bound episodes; hence,
we opted for the maximum value of the distance to the lane center
to define DLANE. Additionally, in order to promote the generation
of more tests in a test suite which cause obes, instead of generating
tests which try to expose more extreme problems, we cap the value
of DLANE toWLANE/2 for tests which achieve their purpose.

4.5 Search Operators

AsFault evolves road networks by applying search operators which
mutate and recombine roads and road networks according to con-
figurable probabilities. Figures 6, 7, and 8 illustrate the application
of those genetic operators on sample road networks.

AsFault mutates roads by randomly replacing their road seg-
ments with new ones (Figure 6), while it recombines roads using the
join crossover operator (Figure 7). The join crossover operator splits
roads from parent road networks at random points and re-joins
their road segments shuffled such that no two road segments in the
offsprings road networks come from the same parent road network;
notably, this search operator does not change the number of roads
in the road networks. To generate road networks with different
roads in them, AsFault uses the merge crossover operator, which
selects random, possibly empty, subsets of roads from parent road
networks and re-distributes them into their offspring (Figure 8).

These search operators may produce invalid road configurations.
For example, after a road mutation or the application of the join
crossover roads might self-intersect or might not intersect the map
boundary anymore; similarly, after the application of the merge
crossover roads might partially overlap. When such a case is de-
tected, AsFault retries the application of the same search operator
with a probability of giving up which increases per failed attempt.
This way,AsFault ensures that either a valid configuration is found
quickly or the entire search operation is aborted, such that the test
generation process can continue. The application of search oper-
ators is rather efficient, and many different configurations can be
generated in a very short time; hence, we prefer to “generate and
validate” configurations rather than using constraint solvers in or-
der to generate valid configurations. We will investigate the use of
constraints for generating valid roads in future work.
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Figure 6: Road mutation
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Figure 7: Join crossover Figure 8: Merge crossover

The figures show the application of the genetic operators defined by AsFault: road network mutation (Figure 6), which randomly replaces road segments in a road; join (Figure 7),
which recombines road segments from parent roads to form new roads; and, merge (Figure 8), which recombines roads in parent road networks to form new road networks.

Mutating and recombining road networks might also generate
similar tests, that is, tests defined over navigation paths which have
similar geometrical properties. We expect that the similar tests
stress lane keeping in similar ways; hence, executing those tests
would not likely provide any additional insight on the lane keeping
behavior, while it would considerably slow down the generation
process. So, to improve the efficiency of test generation, AsFault
identifies and filters out similar tests before executing them. Our
expectation is grounded in the fact that AsFault is black-box and
randomized, hence, it cannot rely on information about the internals
of the system under test to systematically guide the search towards
identifying those very few adversarial tests among the multitude
of similar tests that can be generated via mutation and crossover.

AsFault computes the similarity between tests by means of the
Jaccard Index of their road segments. Formally, given tests T1 and
T2, we define their similarity by means of Eq. 2:

similarity(T 1,T 2) =
|CT1 ∩CT2 |

|CT1 ∪CT2 |
(2)

where CTi refers to sequences of consecutive road segments of a
given size. Values of similarity close to 1 indicates that the tests
contains many common sub-sequences of road segments, while
values close to 0 suggest that tests differ in many regards.

As consequence of filtering out invalid and similar test cases, the
number of offspring in newer generations might be smaller than
the configured population size. In this case, AsFault pads the new
generations with the fittest individuals from the previous one, and
the process continues by executing only the newly generated tests.

5 EVALUATION

To assess the benefits of using procedural content generation for
testing lane keeping systems and to understand how AsFault’s
main configuration parameters affect the quality of both the test
generation process and the tests it generates, we investigate the
following main research questions:
RQ1 Can we expose safety-critical problems in lane keep-

ing systems by procedurally generating roads? To the
best of our knowledge, we are the first using procedural road

generation for testing lane keeping systems. Hence, we are
interested to understand if this leads to effective tests.

RQ2 Does search-based testing improve the effectiveness of

testing with procedural content generation? Generat-
ing road networks using search is more complex than gener-
ating them randomly. This raises the question whether using
a genetic algorithm leads to more obes than generating tests
randomly.

RQ3 Does generating tests which feature intersecting roads

improve testing effectiveness? Compared to single-road
networks, multi-road networks offer the possibility to cre-
ate more scenarios, but might be harder to generate. This
raises the question whether generating tests from multi-road
networks actually pays off.

RQ4 How does the size of the map impact testing? Using
large maps allows us to generate long roads which contain
many road segments. This increases the chances of observing
obes, but also slows down both the test generation and the
test execution, which raises the question whether and how
the map size affects testing.

5.1 Experimental Settings

To address the research questions, we implemented AsFault in
a prototype [16], and conducted a large number of experiments
by executing AsFault and the driving simulator on a commodity
“gaming” PC running Windows 10 and equipped with an AMD
Ryzen 7 1700X 8-Core CPU (3.4 GHz), 64 GB of memory, and an
NVIDIA Geforce GTX 1080 GPU.
Driving simulator. In the current implementation, AsFault re-
lies on the state of art driving simulator BeamNG.research [7], a
freely available research-oriented version of the commercial game
BeamNG.drive. We opted for BeamNG.research instead of other
available simulators used for testing autonomous vehicles (e.g.,
[13], [35]) for two main reasons: first, BeamNG.research exposes an
intuitive API for programmatically configuring virtual roads and
controlling the simulations, which the other simulators currently
do not provide; and, second, it features a very accurate driving
physics engine.
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Figure 9: Test suite effectiveness — BeamNG.AI Figure 10: Test suite effectiveness — DeepDriving

Design of Experiments. Although we can generate roads with
multiple lanes per traffic direction, we configured the procedural
road generation to generate only roads with one lane per traffic
direction. This choice is motivated by two reasons: First, roads
with only one lane per direction are the simplest to generate which
enable us to test lane keeping with respect to different unsafe be-
haviors such as driving off the road and invading the opposite
traffic lane. Second, single lane roads simplify the definition of a
test oracle for lane keeping; in case of roads with multiple lanes
for each direction, if the ego-car switches lane, it might be hard to
tell if that is the expected behavior or the manifestation of a bug.
We configured AsFault to generate single- and multi- road net-
works, over small (1 Km2) and largemaps (4 Km2). Additionally, we
configured AsFault to filter similar test cases when the similarity
value computed over pairs of road segments scores a value of 0.9 or
above. For generating single-road networks, AsFault always used
the join crossover operator, while multi-road networks selected join
or crossover with equal probability (50%). In both settings, AsFault
mutates offspring with a chance of 5%.

5.2 Test Subjects

We consider two test subjects, both implementing all the required
functionality to drive the ego-car autonomously and in the lane.
BeamNG.AI. BeamNG.research ships with a driving AI that we
refer to as BeamNG.AI. It has perfect knowledge of the virtual roads
and drives the ego-car by computing an ideal driving trajectory to
stay in the center of the lane. Then, it derives the actual driving
actions (i.e., acceleration, braking, and steering) to follow this tra-
jectory. The behavior of BeamNG.AI can be parameterized with a
so-called “aggression” factor which controls the risk the driver is
willing to take in order to decrease the time to reach the designated
destination. As explained by BeamNG.research developers, low ag-
gression values (e.g., 0.7) result in a smooth driving, while high
aggression values (e.g., 1.2 and above) result in an edgy driving,
which might even “cut corners.” For this evaluation, we set the ag-
gression value to 0.75, which corresponds to a rather conservative
driver that always favors safe travels over quick ones.

DeepDriving. DeepDriving is a vision-based self-driving car soft-
ware developed by Chen et al. [11]. It implements the direct percep-
tion paradigm: first, it uses a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)
to predict a number of driving affordance indicators, such as the
current position of the car on the road, from the images captured by
a forward facing camera attached to the front of the ego-car; then,
it uses a standard rule-based driving controller to compute the driv-
ing actions from those indicators. For this evaluation, we used the
open-source implementation of DeepDriving based on TensorFlow2

provided by A. Netzeband [30], and we extended it by including a
safety logic which mimics the setup of current autonomous vehi-
cles. Our extension monitors the quality of DeepDriving predictions
and disengages DeepDriving when the quality of its predictions
is not satisfactory. At this point, the control of the ego-car passes
to BeamNG.AI until the quality of DeepDriving predictions raises
back to acceptable values, and the ego-car regains the center of
the lane. During the test execution, the driving simulator renders
the images required by DeepDriving, and pauses the simulation
waiting for DeepDriving to compute the driving controls. As soon
as the driving controls are ready, they are applied to the ego-car and
the simulation resumes until the next control cycle. As described
by Chen and co-authors, we configured DeepDriving to operate at
a frequency of 10Hz.

5.3 RQ1. Can We Expose Safety-Critical

Problems in Lane Keeping by Procedurally

Generating Roads?

To answer the first research question, we procedurally generated
single-road road networks at random, and used those for testing
BeamNG.AI and DeepDriving. In particular, for testing BeamNG.AI,
we evolved populations of 25 individuals, used the large map, and
stopped the generation after 24 hours; we repeated this experiment
for n = 40 times. At the end of each experiment,AsFault generated
test suites containing the best 25 tests.

2https://www.tensorflow.org/

https://www.tensorflow.org/
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Figure 11: Test generation efficiency Figure 12: Test generation effectiveness

DeepDriving requires to run simulations in synchronousmode for
suitably controlling the ego-car.3 This is considerably slower than
the setup we used to test BeamNG.AI, so, to reduce the execution
time for running the experiments we reduced the number of tests
executed at each iteration. For testing DeepDriving, we therefore
generated test suites composed of 20 tests using the small map; we
repeated this experiments for n = 10 times. Additionally, we limit
the generation budget to 5 hours, because the empirical evidence
collected while testing BeamNG.AI suggested that around that time
AsFault converged and improved only marginally afterwards.

Figure 9 and Figure 10 plot the overall amount of obes (Cumu-

lative obe) identified by the best randomly generated test suites
under the labels “Random Single Road LargeMap” and “Random Sin-
gle Road Small Map”. From these results we observe that procedu-
rally generating roads effectively was able to cause a multitude of
obes in both test subjects already at the beginning of the execu-
tion; for example, after the first hour, Random caused on average
21.4 obes in BeamNG.AI and 13.6 obes in DeepDriving. Random
kept causingmore obes as the test generation progressed and, by the
end of the execution, it caused on average 29.1 obes in BeamNG.AI,
and 18.1 obes in DeepDriving. These results let us conclude that:

RQ1: In our experiments, procedurally generated road networks

found 29 and 18 obe on average in the two test subjects.

5.4 RQ2. Does Search-Based Testing Improve

the Effectiveness of Testing with

Procedural Content Generation?

To answer the second research question, we configured AsFault to
generate single-road road networks over the large map. As before,
for testing BeamNG.AI we evolved populations composed of 25
individuals using the large map and a generation budget of 24 hours,
and repeated the experiment 40 times. For testing DeepDriving we
evolved populations of 20 individuals using the small map and a
generation budget of 5 hours, and repeated the experiment 10 times.

3In synchronous mode, the simulation is paused while the driving controller computes
the driving commands and resumed afterwards for the duration of a control period.

Comparing the results under the labels “AsFault Single Road
Large Map” and “Random Single Road Large Map” in Figure 9 we
observe that AsFault produced more obes on BeamNG.AI than
Random during the entire generation (Â12 ranges from 0.85 after 1
hour, to 0.96 after 24 hours, and p is always less than 0.005).

We also observe that the number of obes identified by AsFault
quickly increased from an average amount of 30.1 obes after 1 hour
to an average number of 42.1 after 3 hours, and then stabilized to
reach an average amount of 47.5 obes after 24 hours. Compared to
this, the test effectiveness achieved by Random increased slower
passing from an average of 21.4 obes after 1 hour to an average
of 25.2 obes after 3 hours; moreover, Random did not catch up
with AsFault over the observation period, and after 24 the average
number of obes it discovered was 29.1.

The results reported in Figure 10 show a similar trend also for
DeepDriving. In this case, AsFault always caused more obes than
Random, and the difference between the amount of obes caused
by the two techniques increased with execution time. Between
hours 1 and 5, the average number of obes caused by AsFault
almost doubled, passing from 16.9 to 36, the average number of
obes caused by Random during the same period increased only
marginally, passing from 13.6 to 18 (Â12 increased from 0.68 to 1,
while the p-value passed from 0.18 to less than 0.005). In light of
these results we conclude that:

RQ2: In our experiments, the genetic algorithm found 47.5 and 36
obes on average, twice as many obe as random search.

5.5 RQ3. Does Generating Tests which Feature

Intersecting Roads Improve Testing

Effectiveness?

To answer the third research question, we configured AsFault to
generatemulti-road road networks. As before, we tested BeamNG.AI
by generating test suites composed of 25 tests using the large map
and a generation budget of 24 hours, and repeated the experiment
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for 40 times. However, since DeepDriving cannot handle intersect-
ing roads, we were not able to test it in this configuration.

From Figure 9, comparing the results achieved by AsFault using
single roads (“AsFault Single Road Large Map”) and multi-roads
(“AsFault Multi Road Large Map”), we observe that the number
of obes exposed by AsFault follows the same trend as before.
At the beginning of the generation, both configurations achieved
comparable results, but the multi-road configuration was slightly
better than single-road (Â12 = 0.65 and p = 0.01): AsFault in
single-road configuration exposed an average of 30.1 obes, while
AsFault in multi-road exposed an average of 34.6 obes. During
the generation, the results of both configurations improved, but
“AsFault Multi Road Large Map” improved at a faster pace and al-
ways achieved better results than “AsFault Single Road Large Map”
(Â12 passed from 0.65 to 0.88, while p value dropped from 0.01 to
less than 0.005).

From Figure 11, we can observe that AsFault took less time to
generate single-road tests compared to generate multi-road tests
(Â12 = 0.1 and p < 0.005): On average, AsFault took 41.1 sec to
generate a single-road tests, while it took 152.6 sec to generate a
multi-road one. We expect this result as for generating and evolving
multi-road road networks AsFault did process more data and did
perform more checks to establish road networks validity.

From the results in Figure 12, instead, we can make an interest-
ing observation: compared to the multi-road case, evolving single-
road tests took less time but generated fewer valid configurations
(Â12 = 0.59, p < 0.005). The average value of the ratio of valid
configurations generated by AsFault decreased from 0.39% for the
multi-road to 0.34% for single-road, which suggests that evolving
single-road road networks might be more difficult than evolving
multi-road road networks. To explain this, we consider that the
merge crossover operation used in the multi-road setting works
with roads already considered valid and cannot produce, for exam-
ple, self-intersecting ones, whereas the join operation the single-
road setting is restricted to can. Neither crossover operator nor
mutation can guarantee valid results. Given the restrictions im-
posed on road networks, it is challenging to create valid configu-
rations, but more so using the join and mutation operators which
alter road geometry and can thus cause self-intersections or roads
that do not start or end at the boundary. Hence, the single-road
configuration, which only had join and mutation operator available,
generated a larger number of invalid configurations than the multi-
road configuration. All in all, these results let us conclude that:

RQ3: Although single-road tests are three time as fast to generate,

they revealed fewer obes and their generation is more difficult.

5.6 RQ4. How Does the Size of the Map Impact

Testing?

To answer the last research question, we configured AsFault to
generate multi-road road networks over the small map and tested
BeamNG.AI only. As before, we generated test suites composed of
25 tests, used a generation budget of 24 hours, and repeated the
experiment for 40 times.

From Figure 9, comparing the results achieved by AsFault gen-
erating multi-road tests over the small map (“AsFault Multi Road
Small Map”) and the large map (“AsFault Multi Road Large Map”),

we observe once again the same trend: at the beginning of the exe-
cution, both configurations achieved very similar results, but, as
we expected, the large map enabled AsFault to expose more obes
(34.6 on average) than the small map (34.4 on average). During
the execution, the results of both configurations improved, how-
ever, this time the difference between the obes found by AsFault
in the two configurations was not as large as before (Â12 = 0.65,
p = 0.045), and by the end of the execution,AsFault using the small
map found 61.4 obes on average, while AsFault using the large
map found 71.1 obes on average. From Figure 11, we observe that
compared to using the large map, generating tests using the small
map was faster both for generating single-road tests (Â12 = 0.31,
p < 0.005) and multi-road tests (Â12 = 0.3, p < 0.005). On average,
to generate single-road tests, AsFault took 10.5 seconds using the
small map and 41.1 seconds using the large map, while to generate
multi-road tests it took on average 97.0 seconds using the small map
and 152.6 using the large map. Additionally, using the small map
led to the generation of fewer valid multi-road tests (Â12 = 0.46,
p = 0.055), but more valid single-road tests (Â12 = 0.54, p < 0.005).
This suggests that intersecting multiple roads into a smaller map
was slightly more difficult than putting them into a larger one, while
using a smaller map was easier to generate roads which intersect
the map boundary. In summary, we can conclude that:

RQ4: Large maps led to slightly more effective tests, but small maps

allow for substantially faster search.

5.7 Threats to Validity

Internal validity To ensure that our integration of DeepDriving
into BeamNG.research is correct, we used the author’s guidelines,
manually tested the integration, and validated DeepDriving by hav-
ing it successfully drive along randomly generated roads. While
AsFault does not recreate all the elements that can be found in real
roads, i.e., trees, weather conditions, all the elements required by
DeepDriving are correctly generated. To increase internal validity,
we use BeamNG.AI as test subject. Being tightly integrated with
the driving simulator, BeamNG.AI has perfect knowledge of the
roads, hence it does not suffer from the traditional limitations of
vision-based lane keeping systems, and is less sensitive to miscon-
figurations of the procedurally generated roads. In conducting our
experimental evaluation, we followed the guidelines for comparing
randomized test generation algorithms presented by Arcuri and
Briand [4]; hence, to support our conclusions we repeated each
experiment several times, performed significance tests (i.e., Mann–
Whitney U-test p-values), and considered the effect size measures
(i.e., non-parametric Vargha–Delaney’s Â12 statistic).
External validity Our evaluation, like any empirical investiga-
tion, considered a limited number of test subjects in its experimen-
tal setup, so results might not generalize. We only used a single
vision-based lane keeping system for evaluation, because most lane
keeping systems are not publicly available, and the available ones
which are used in similar research (e.g., [40, 50]) implement only
a subset of the required functionalities, i.e., steering model. While
we therefore cannot say if effectiveness results generalize, our eval-
uation nevertheless demonstrates that AsFault is able to generate
effective test cases under different execution conditions (i.e., types
of road networks and maps of different size).
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6 RELATEDWORK

Self-driving car testing is still a fairly open field, and current ap-
proaches to it span from N-FOT to simulation-based tests [20]. In
this paper, we propose to combine procedural road generation and
genetic algorithms for systematically testing lane keeping software.
Testing vision-based lane keeping software Several works test
vision-based lane keeping software by means of adversarial image
generation. For example, Müller et al. [27] and Zhang et al. [50]
test steering prediction models by simulating the effects of vari-
ous weather conditions on the images elaborated by lane keeping
systems; Tian et al. [40], instead, alter those images by applying
transformations which simulate possible distortions introduced
by the cameras pointing towards the road. Differently than those
approaches, we do not focus on testing only the prediction compo-
nents of lane keeping systems, but we target the entire system in-
stead. Moreover, we define test cases in term of driving tasks which
the ego-car must complete; hence, we can stress the interactions
between the prediction components and the driving controllers,
and study the closed-loop properties of the ego-car, which is not
possible by only considering single images during testing.
Using procedural content generation for testing In the con-
tent of testing unmanned vehicles and robots, various works advo-
cate the use of procedural content generation. Arnold and Alexan-
der [5] generate random bi-dimensional bit maps, while Sotiropou-
los et al. [38] generate three-dimensional terrains. Compared to
those algorithms, which test navigation algorithms, we target a
different type of systems under test, i.e., vision-based lane keep-
ing, hence we procedurally generate more realistic environments,
i.e. roads. In the context of virtual testing of self-driving cars,
Schuldt et al. [33] developed a construction kit for generating PCG-
based tests; however, in this work, generating the virtual tests and
setting up the environment remain manually activities. AsFault, at
the contrary, is fully automated. Similarly to us, Kendall et al. [19]
also automatically generate roads; however, Kendall and co-authors
focus on developing reinforcement learning algorithms and gener-
ate only random roads, while we aim at test generation and follow
a systematic approach based on search.
Search-based procedural road generation AsFault generates
roads automatically by combining a genetic algorithm and PCG.
In this area, the focus is usually the generation of racing tracks,
and the goal is to generate tracks which entertain the players. For
example, Loiacono et al. [22] automatically generate racing tracks
with various curvature and speed profiles which require different
driving skills to be completed, while Georgiou et al. [17] and Car-
damone et al. [10] used live-feedback from the gameplay to study
player reactions and use those information to drive the generation
of new tracks which maximize player enjoyment. Those works are
our inspiration, hence, we adopt a similar strategy in generating
roads. However, our procedural road generation aims at generating
realistic roads and not racing track, it uses a different geometrical
representations of the roads, i.e., polylines instead of Bézier curves,
and, most importantly, targets completely different test subjects,
i.e., self-driving cars instead of human players.

Search-based testing of self-driving car softwareAsFault uses
search to systematically generate simulation-based tests. Simulation-
based tests require the execution of time-consuming computer sim-
ulations, which strongly affects the efficiency of the overall test
generation process. To cope with that, some authors optimize the
search process in order to minimize the amount of test executions
required to generate effective tests. Abdessalem et al.[1, 2] combine
genetic algorithms and machine learning to test a pedestrian de-
tection system. The machine learning components speed up the
search by predicting the value of the fitness function without exe-
cuting the tests and drive the test generation towards regions in
the input space which most likely expose safety-critical problems.
Similarly, Mullins et al. [28] use Gaussian Processes to drive the
search towards yet unexplored regions of the input space. We also
improve the efficiency of test generation by limiting the amount
of executed tests; however, we do so by means of using a different
technique based on the similarity of roads.

7 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORK

Simulation-based testing has emerged as an alternative to the dan-
gerous and costly practice of testing self-driving cars by means of
N-FOT; however, simulation-based testing comes with the main
challenge of systematically generating tests which expose safety-
critical behavior of self-driving cars among the multitude of driving
scenarios which can be simulated.

In this paper, we presented AsFault, a novel approach for sys-
tematically testing lane keeping systems. AsFault addresses the
challenges of simulation-based testing by combining search-based
testing and procedural content generation to generate virtual roads
which cause self-driving cars to depart from their lane. Our exten-
sive evaluation showed that AsFault can generate effective test
suites and expose many safety-critical problems related to lane
keeping in a multitude of configurations.

Despite the positive results achieved by AsFault, our work on
combining procedural content generation and search-based test-
ing for testing self-driving cars is preliminary; hence, we plan to
address some relevant aspects of this research in the future. Our
ongoing work includes (i) extending the road generation algorithm
to generate roads with varying lanes and width, which follows
upland and lowland terrains; (ii) using existing terrains and real
roads as seeds for the generation; (iii) enlarging the scope of the
test generation algorithm to generate obstacles and traffic on the
roads; (iv) extending the procedural content generation algorithm
to generate more realistic virtual environments, possibly drawing
inspiration from data collected in the real world [48]; (v) investigat-
ing alternative search-based techniques, such as novelty search, to
generate effective simulation-based tests.

In the future, we also plan to work on improving the efficiency
of the test generation by employing surrogate models and machine
learning components, and extend AsFault to work with multi-
objective fitness functions which can capture additional aspects of
driving, such as passenger comfort, in addition to safety.
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